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CONVERSATIONS OF SOCRATES 

his condemnation was assisted by both political and moral sub- 
texts in the trial. It follows that in so far as Xenophon portrays 
Socrates in Defence (and more especially in Memoirs) as a conven- 
tional moralist, he is whitewashing him. However, I do not 
believe he intended a cover-up. It is probably closer to the truth to 
say that, like all Socratics, as far as we can tell, the limitations of 
his own intellectual capacities and perceptions led him to see no 
more in Socrates than himself reflected. 

In the context of differences between Socratics, we should note 
that one of the most striking differences between Xenophon's and 
Plato's Socrates occurs forcefully in Defence. Anyone coming to 
Defence, 5, who has met only Plato's Socrates will be astonished at 
the confidence -even arrogance- with which Socrates assesses his 
own importance. A similar difference occurs in the two versions 
of Chaerephon's consultation of the Delphic oracle. In Plato's 
Apology, the oracle says that there is no one wiser than Socrates, 
but Socratesinterprets this as meaning that heis wisest because he 
alone knows that he is ignorant - in other words, the humblest 
man is the wisest; in Xenophon's version, however, the oracle 
declares that Socrates is 'the most free, upright and prudent of all 
people', and Socraies goes on to justify this with little sign of 
humility. 

It is perhaps some slight mitigation of Xenophon's portrait in 
this regard that he expressly sets out in Defence to justify the 
'arrogance' of Socrates' tone during his trial. He does this by 
explaining that it was due to Socrates' conviction that it was better 
for him to die at that time; given this, the selections he makes from 
Socrates' speech during the trial can be seen as being guided by the 
principle of illustrating precisely this arrogance. 

One might legitimately think that the reason Plato gives for 
Socrates' conviction that death was preferable is more plausible 
than the reason Xenophon gives: Plato claims that Socrates did 
not wish to live if that entailed his being required to curb his 
philosophical mission; Xenophon more weakly claims that 
Socrates wished to avoid senility. 

SOCRATES' DEFENCE 

I think it is worth recording what Socntes thought about his 
defence and the end of his life, once he had been summoned for 
trial. Now, others have written about the trial, and they have all 
touched upon his arrogant tone;' so it is clear that this is how 
Socrates actually spoke. But what they didn't make clear - and 
without it the arrogance of his tone is bound to appear rather 
foolish - is this: he had already decided that for him death was 
preferable to life. However, Hermogenes the son ofHipponicus 
was a companion of Socrates and he has divulged information 
about him which shows that his haughtiness was in keeping with 
his thinking.2 

Hermogenes reported that he noticed Socrates discussing any- 
thing rather than the trial, and that he said to him: 'Really, 
Socrates, ought you not to be considering your defence? 

Socrates at fust replied: 'Don't you think that my whole life has 
been a preparation for my defence? 

'How? 
'Because I have consistently doneno wrong, and this, I think, is 

the finest preparation for a defence.' 
Hermogenes tried another tack: 'Don't you see that the Atb- 

enian courts have often been prevailed upon by argument to put 

I .  See. for example. Plato, Apology ofSouales, j~e-38b. The word translated 
'arrogance'should ideally notarry mo many negativeconnotationr: theGreek 
word can simply imply 'taking from a high standpoint'. 

2. There are verbal echon of what follows in Memoirs, 4.8 (pp. ?.IS-16). On the 
irsuc of which was written first, see pp. 31-2. See also pp. 197 md 330 for 
further echoes of  this passage. 
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innocent men to death, and equally have often acquitted wrong- 
doers, either out of pity aroused by the speeches or because 
they've been flattered?' 

'Yes, but as a matter of fact,' he said, 'twice now, when I was 
trying to consider my defence, the divine opposed me." 

'That's remarkable,' said Hermogenes and Socrates replied: 
'Do you really thinkit's remarkable that Godshould decide that it 
is better for me to die Don't you realize that up to now I 
would not have conceded to anyone that he had lived a better life 
than I? I mean, nothing could be more pleasant than knowing that 
I have lived my whole life respecting the gods and acting morally 
towards men. And not only has this integrity of mine caused me 
to be extremely proud of myself, but I have also found that my 
associates recognizeit in me. Now,. ifmy years are prolonged, I'm 
sure that I shall have to pay the penalties of old age: impaired 
vision and hearing, and increasing slowness at learning and 
forgetfulness of what I have learned. And if I am aware that I am 
deteriorating and find fault with myself, how could I live 
pleasantly then? 

'Perhaps, you know,' he went on, 'God in his kindness may 
even have my interests at hem and be arranging for me to be 
released from life not only at exactly the right age, but also in the 
easiest way possible. For if1 am condemned now, then obviously 
I will be able to die in a way which those who have smdied the 
matterjudge to afford not only the least discomfort, but also the 
least trouble to friends, and which most makes them miss those 
who bave died. For when a person leaves behind in the minds of 
those around him no blot or ache, but passes away with a sound 
body and a mind capable of happiness, then it is inevitable that 
such a person will be missed, isn't it? 

'The gods were right to oppose me,'he continued, 'and prevent 

I .  In thc Athmtan bwcouns. tactics to uouse pity became no blatant that they 
were made nllcgal not long after Somtcs' t d .  See ah p. 195. 

2. pp. 34-6. 
3. Notice how Somtcr speaks throughout u ifhis duth was inevitable, rather 

than dependent on the trial. 

SOCRATES'  DEFENCE 4-12 

me from working on my speech, when we thought that we ought 
to find some way to secure my acqmttal, whatever it took. 
Suppose I had acheved this goal: dearly the result would have 
been that instead of faclng the cessation of life as I am now, I 
would have guaranteed for myself a death made burdensome by 
illness or old age - and old age is a pit into which flows everything 
whch is intolerable and devo~d of pleasure. I swear, Her- 
mogenes,' he added, 'I will not go out of my way for that, 
especially since the alternative, as I seeit, isthat Iwil l  benefit at the 
hands of both gods and men; and if revealing the opinion I bave of 
myselfannoys thejurors, then1 will be choosing to herather than 
to remain ahve without freedom and beg, as an altetnat~ve to 
death, a vastly inferior Me.'' 

Hermogenes reported that those were Socrates' thoughts and 
that therefore, when he was faced with his adversaries accusing 

1 
him of not recognizing the gods recognized by the State, but 
introducing new deities, and corrupting the young, he came 
forward and said: 'You know, gentlemen, the first thing I find h 
puzzling is what evidence Meletus2 can be using to daim that I do 
not recognize the gods recognized by the State. For, leaving aside 
all the possible eyewitnesses, Meletus himself could, if he had - 
chosen, have seen me sacrificing during the communal festivals 
and at the public altars. As for my claim that a divine voice comes 
to me and communicates what 1 must do, how in ckirmng this am 

7 
I introducing new deities? Those who rely on bird-calls and the 

E 
rri 

utterances of men3 are, I suppose, receiving guidance from 9 
voices. Can there be any doubt that thunder has avoiceorthat it is 
an omen of the greatest significance? And take the priestess who 
sits on the tripod at pytho4 - doesn't she too use a voice to d 

I. Under Athenian law, in ~ u u h  a*, including Socnus', the defendant had 
the right to propose an dternativcpendty m that pmpoKd by the prosecuton. 
This alternative might well be accepted by the court, ifit was reasonable, but 

: Socrates' proposal war soourragcow (Plato. Apology ojSodafes, 3 ~ c 3 8 h )  that, 
as he says here, he delibenrelycouneddnrh. 

2. One o f  Socrat.3' accusers: seep. 37. 
3. That is, rnmlike prophets. 
4. The disvict around Delphi. where Apollo's famous ondc  was. ! I  
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announce messages from the god? Moreover, that God' has 
knowledge of the future and communicates it in advance to 
whomever he wishes - this too, as I say, is a universal claim and 
belief. But whereas others state that it is birds and utterances and 
chance meetings and oracles which forewarn them. I call it divine, 
and I think that in using this description I am being both more 
accurate and more devout than those who ascribe the power of 
the gods to birds. Furthermore, I have evidence to show that 
I am not attributing things falsely to God: I have often told 
friends what God has advised and I have never been found to be 
wrong.' 

There was uproar from the jurors at this speech: some of them 
didn't believe what he was saying, while others werejealous that 
he might have had more from the gods than they. So Socrates 
continued: 'listen: if some of you are indined to disbelieve that I 
have been honoured by deities, I can tell you more, to increase 
your disbelief. Once, when Chaerephon made an inquiry about 
me in Delphi, Apollo replied - and there were many witnesses - 
that I was the most free, upright and prudent of allpeople.'2 

When there was, not surprisingly, evengreater uproar from the 
jurors at these words, Socrates said: 'But, gentlemen, what 
Apollo said about me is less than what he pronounced in oracular 
utterances about Lycurgus, who established Sparta's laws.' The 
story goes that when Lycurgus entered the shrine, Apollo said to 
him: "I am considering whether to call you god or man." In my 
case, Apollo didn't liken me to a god, although he thought I by far 
outshone the rest of mankind. 

'All the same, rather than just take the god's word for it, you 

I. Despite their usual polytheism, the Greeks often spoke of'God'in the singulit 
as well. as ild the rnmv pods wur  awectr ofoneGod. or the divine. which is 
sometimes identified WLLZNP. ~-~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ 

2. Chacrcphon wls r devoted follower a l  Socrater. In his Apology ojSonortr. 
Plaru rnrkcn ApaUo'r reply to Chaercphon the irnpcrus for Sanaa' rnision: 
hesetout to test whetherorn~t thegodwarright (and foundthat, ioasense, he ..... 1 )  ..-.,. 

3. Lycurgur' dates are uncertain, and he seems to bdong as much to legend as to 
hstory. For a longer version ofthe oracle, m Herodotus, 1.65. 

44 
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should analyse his statement and examine it. So, do you know 
anyone who is less ofa slave to bodily desires than I am? Do you 
know anyone more free, since I accept no gratuities or payment 
from anyone? Could you plausibly regard anyone as more up- 
right than the man who is so in tune with his immediate circum- 
stances that he has no need of anything extraneous? Musm't it be 
teasonable to describe me as wise, seeing that, ever since 1 began 
to understand speech, I have never stopped investigating and 
learning any good thing I could? Don't you think that the success 
of my efforts is proved by the fact that many Athenians and 
non-Athenians, who have made virtue their goal, choose to 
associate with me rather than anyone else? To what shall we 
attribute the fact that although everyoneknows that repayment is 
entirely beyond my means, nevertheless people often want to 
give me something? What about the fact that there is not a single 
person to whom I owea debt ofservice, but there are many people 
who admit that they are in my debt for services rendered? What 
about the fact that during the blockade,' although others were 
filled with self-pity, I was no worse off than when the city's 
prosperity was at its peak? What about the fact that while others 
acquire their shop-bought luxuries at a high price, 1 arrange for 
greater, mental luxuries at no cost at all? Suppose that all I've said 
about myself is irrefutably true: doesn't it follow that I deserve 
congratulations from gods and men alike? 

'But do you still daim, Meletus, that I am corrupting the young 
by these practices? Now, we know, ofcourse, what corruptions 
the young are liable to; so you tell me if you know of anyone 
who has stopped worshipping the gods because of me, or who 
has substituted arrogance for humility, or extravagance for 
economy, or drunkenness for moderate drinking, or flabbiness 
for exercise, or who has given in to any base indulgence because 
of me.' 

'No,' said Meletus, 'but I most certainly know of those whom 
you havepersuaded to listen to you rather than to their parents.' 
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'I admit it,' said Socrates, 'at least where education is con- 
cerned; people know that I have made a special study of the 
matter. But when health is at stake, people Listen to doctors rather 
than their parents, and when the Assembly meets,' all Athenians 
listen, as you know, to thosespeaking the best sense rather than to 
their relatives. Don't you, after all, elect as military commanders 
-in preference to your fathers, in preference to your brothers, and 
yes, even in preference to yourselves-those who you think know 
the most about military matters?" 

'True, Socrates.' said Meletus, 'since that is both to our advan- 
tage and in accordance with custom.' 

'So don't you think it strange,' Socrates continued, 'that where- 
as those who are outstanding at other activities get not only 
appropriate compensation, but even conspicuous recognition, I 
am prosecuted by you on a capital charge becausethereare people 
who think 1 am an expert at education, which is the greatest of 
human goods?' 

Now, obviously this was not all that he said, and his friends 
spoke on his behalf too. But 1 have not been concerned to report 
all the details of the trial; I am satisfied with having made it clear 
that, although Socrates considered it of crucial importance that he 
was neither irreligious towards gods nor did he give the slightest 
impression of being unjust towards men, he still did not believe 
that he should beg to be a l loyd to live; but indeed thought that 
the time had come for him to die. That this was his point of view 
became even clearer when the verdict went against him. In the 
first place, when he was told to propose a counter-penalty,3 he 
both refused to do so himself and forbade his friends to do so 
either, but claimed that to propose a counter-penalty would be an 

I .  In the Athenian democratic system, there were two main organs of the people: 
the Council o f  500 members annually chosen by lot fram the ten tribes into 
which citizens were divided, and the Assembly, which every male citizen 
over eighteen could attend. The Council debated and prepared the Assembly's 
agenda. 

2. Military command was at least partly a political post at Athens and was 
therefore subject to a ~ u d  election. 

3. Scep. 43, n. I. 

admission of guilt. In the second place, when his friends wanted 
to get him secretly away, he refused to go, but instead seemed to 
make fun of them, asking them whether they knew ofsome spot 
beyond Attica's borders which was inaccessible to death! 

At the end of the trial, he said: 'Well, gentlemen, there are two 
sets of people who must be conscious in themselves of a high 
degree of impiety and injustice - those who instructed the wit- 
nesses that they must, though under oath, testify falsely against 
me and those who were prevailed upon to do so; but as for me, 
why should I have a lower opinion of myself now than I did 
before the guilty verdict?bAfter all, it has not been proved that I 
committed any of the crimes mentioned in the indictment. It has 
not been shown that 1 sacrifice to any new deities, or swear by 
them, or recognize other deities instead of Zeus and Hera and 
their divine companions. Moreover, how could I corrupt the 
young by making endurance and economy second nature to 
them? Death is the prescribed penalty for acts such as temple 
robbery, burglary, enslavement and high treason, but even my 
adversaries do not accuse me of any of these deeds. So I am left - 
wondering how on earth you gained the impression that any 
action I have done merited the death penalty. - Y. 

'Nor should the injustice of my death cause me to have a lower 
opinion ofmyself, for the shame fallsnot on me but on those who 
condemned me. The example of Palamedes, whose death was 
similar to mine, encourages me to thinklike this: for even now he F~ 

It 
inspires far greater eulogies than Odysseus, who unjustly put him Y' 

to death.' I have no doubt that the future. just as the past has done, 
will attest that I never wronged or harmed anyone, but benefited 
those I conversed with by freely teaching them any good thing I . -  
could.' 

After this speech he was led away; his features, the way he held - 
I. Palamedes war n Greek hero at Troy against whom Odyrreus contrived a 

charge oftreason, because Palamcda had exposed Odysseur' attempt to evade 
military service. The Pnlamedes myth ofa wronged innocent had been boosted 
in the fifth century by plays by Aeschylus and Euripider and a rhetorical ~ - 
deface by the sophist Gorgiar of Leontini. 

, , 
I 
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himself and the way he walked were all cheerful, which was in 
keeping, of course, with what he'd said. When he saw tears on the 
hces of those who accompanied him, he said: 'What's this? 
You're crying now? You should have realized long ago that ever 
since I was born I have been condemned to death by my nature. 
As it is, either I am facing death while blessings are still pouring in 
on me, in which case I and my friends obviously ought to be 
distressed; or I am being released from life when troubles are in 
store for me, in which case I think you should all be glad at my 
good fortune.' 

One of those present was Apollodorus, who was a great 
devoteeof Socrates, but wasnot particularly bright. Hesaid, 'But 
the most difficult thing for me to bear. Socrates, is tlut I see you 
being unjustly put to death.' Socrates (as the story goes) stroked 
Apollodorus' head and replied with a smile: 'You're a good 
friend, Apollodorus, but would you rather see me put to death 
justly or unjustly?' 

Socrates is also said to have spotted Anym' passing by and to 
have said: 'Well, here is a man who is swaggering as if be had 
achieved something important and exdent :  he is having me put 
to death because when I saw that he was under consideration by 
the State for the most important o5ces. I suggested that he 
oughtn't to educate his son in a tannery.* He's in a bad way 
because he apparently doesn't realize that, of the two of us, the 
one whose achievements are the more beneficial and excellent is 
the victor, and will remain so for all time. 

'Moreover,' he went on, 'according toHomer, some people at 
the end of their lives have foreknowledge of the future3 I too 
want to make a prophecy. My brief acquaintance with Anytus' 
son led me to believe that he was a person of some calibre: 
therefore, my prediction is that he will not remain in the servile 
occupation his father has arranged for him; but because there is no 

I. Oneof Soam'acnum: aa p. 37. 
a. Tanning war the W y  bushas. 
3. Sec. foruumple, Iliad. 16.85141. 
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one of~rinciole to take him in hand. he will succumb to some base 
motivation and make considerable progress as a degenerate.' 

This prediction of his was qulte righc the young man became 
an alcoholic, spent his days as well as his nights drinlung, and 
finally became utterly worthless to his country, hi friends and 
himself.' So Anytus, even though dead, has acquired a bad 
reputation - for bringing up his son badly as well as for his 
heartlessness. 

Socrates was so arrogant in court that he invited the jurors' 
ill-will and more or less forced them to condemnhim. Anyway, it 
seems to me that his fate was proper to one loved by the gods, 
because he both avoided the most diflicult part oflife and gained 
the easiest of deaths. His fortitude was obvious: since he had 
decided that death was better for him than further life, he showed 
no weakness in the face of death (just as he had never turned his 
back on any other good thing either), hut awaitedit cheerfully and 
discharged his final duty in good spirits. 

When I consider how wise the man was, and how high- 
minded, I am hound to remember him; and when I remember 
him, I am bound to admire him. If anyonein his search for virtue 

& 

has encountered a more helpful person than Socrates, then he 
deserves, in my opinion, to he called the most fortunate of all 

*- 
td 

men. 

I .  These are awful crimes in Xenophon's view: see pp. 59-61 
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ofit, surely it must make one's life worse and more disagreeable. 
Then again, if1 am wrongly executed, this may be d~scredltable to 
those who wrongly put me to death, because Ifit is shameful to do 
wrong, it is surely shameful to do anyfhina wronalv; but what I 
disgrace is it to meifother people fail to dea'de or act rightly with 
regard to me? I see also that the reputation left to posterity by the 
dead is not the same for the doers as for the sufferers of wrong. I 
know that, even if1 die now, people will regard me and those who 
put me to deathindifferentlights; for Iknow thatit will always be 
testified of me that I never wronged anybody or made anybody a 
worse person, but always tried to make my associates better 
people. ' 

This was what he said in conversation with Hermogenes and 
the rest. Ofthose who knew what Socrates was like, all who have 
virtue as their goal continue still to miss him more than anything, 
beyuse they feel that he was their greatest help in the cultivation 1 
of virtue. ! 

In my experience, Soaates was, as 1 hav- '-- " 

devout that he never did anything without 
gods; so upright that he never did the slighter , . 
but conferred the greatest benefits upon thvse who associated 
with him; so self-disciplined that he never chose the more pleasant 
course instead of the better; so wise that he never made a mistake 
in deciding between better and worse, and needed no advice, but 
was self-sufficient for such decisions; he was capable of explaining 
and defining such marters, and capable moreover of both assess- 
ing and refuting errors and encouraging people towards virtue 
and true goodness. In view of these.qualities, he seemed to me to 
be the perfect example of goodness and happiness. 

Ifanyone disapproves ofthis assessment, let him compare other 
people's characters with these qualities, and then make his own 
decision. 

THE DINNER-PARTY 

TRANSLATED BY HUGH TREDENNICK 

TRANSLATION REVISED A N D  INTRODUCED 

BY ROBIN WATERFIELD 



Apart from apparently being a stocksetting for writers of Sokrati- 
koi logoi (see p. 11). the dinner-party was a regular feature of 
upper-class Athenian life, The Greek word sumposion more liter- 
ally means 'drinks-party', but since the connotations of that 
phrase in English are likely to be misleading (the Greeks did not 
stand around at symposia sipping cocktails), I have preferred the 
translation 'dinner-party'. A typical Athenian symposium -and 
Xenophon's is in many ways typical, or, rather, an important 
source for our knowledge of symposia- might have the following 
features. The guests are likely to be men, who, garlanded and 
perfumed, meet for dinner. After dinner religious libations are 
poured and a paean is sung. There then follows an extended 
period of drinking - the symposium proper. The drink would be 

! wine diluted with water in the Greek custom and, unless or until 
I thimgs got out of hand, the proportion ofwater and the quantity 

~ of alcohol consumed would be regulated by a president. During 

! the drinking, the host would provide entertainment, if he could 
afford to, in the form of hired female pipe-players, and/or 
dancers, acrobats and mimes. Occasionally, the drinking session 
would get out ofhand, especially if the host had thoughtfully laid 
on prostitutes as well; more often, the guests would intersperse 
the hired entertainment with telling one anotherjokes, riddles and 
stories, reciting verse and singing hymns and skolia (drinking- 
songs), and playing games such as kottabos, in which the guests, 

! 
while reclining on their couches, had to flick the last drops ofwine 
from their cups into a bowl set in the middle of the couches: 
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saucers floating on water m the bowl with wine until they as a piece of light drama. Our pleasure is also greatly enhanced by 
sank.' a far higher degree of scene-settmg and charactenzation than 

We can fix the dramauc date ofxenophon's The Dinner-par~y. Xenophon has allowed himself elsewhere. 
The party is occasioned by Autolycus' victory in the pancrauon at However, these hghter aspects are self-evident; from this point 
a Great Panathenaea (see p. 227). These festivals occurred everv of view. in order to introduce the work, I need say only: read and 
four years a t  known intervals. The comic playwright ~ ~ ~ o l i ;  
mocked Autolycus' recent victory in a play produced in 421; 
therefore Autolycus' victory occurred in 422, and that is the 
supposed date of the party. None the less, there are plenty of 
anachronisms: the homosexual 'Sacred Band' of Theban soldiers. 
for instance, which is referred to in chapter 8, was not formed 
until c. 378 BC. 

The date of composition is less easy to fix, but we can provide 
an upper terminus. There are several general points of similarity 
between Xenophon's Symposium and Plato's (for instance, both 
parties are occasioned by a ~ i c to ry ) ,~  but where the two coincide 
in detail (see pp. 242, n. I; 242, n. 3; 263, n. z), it is extremely 
likely that Xenophon is dependent on Plato rather than the other 
way round. The arguments for this are complex and historical, 
and I can only refer the reader to an article by K. J. D~ver .~Dover  
also argues convincingly that Plato's work was written between 
384 and 378, and that the upper terminus for Xenophon's work is 
not before 378 (the formation of the Sacred Band). 

The Dinner-party is undoubtedly Xenophon's best and most 
polished Somatic work. Its tone is light, but there are more 
serious themes under the surface. What makes it better than the 

enjoy! So it is my intention in this introduction to bring out the 
underlying serious issues, which we can do satisfactorily by 
reviewing the work from a standpoint which Xenophon himself 
asks us to take. At the very beginning of the work he says that the 
tale is concerned with true goodness (on 'true goodness', see also 
pp. 59-62); and close to the end (p. 265) he has Lycon get up to 
leave the party, but turn back to Socrates and say: 'I swear, 
Socrates, it does seem to me that you are a truly good man." 
These statements, bracketing the work, require us to look 
throughit and try to see what Socrates has saidor done to earn this 
comment. 

The chief unifylng theme is that of love. Socrates speaks at 
length on love; we hear about Callias' love for Autolycus, the 
Syracusan's for his boy, Critobulus' for Clinias; at the beginning 
of chapter 8 we are told that all the guests present are in love with 
someone; finally even the entertainment which closes the evening 
depicts a blatantly erotic scene between Dionysus and Ariadne. 

The way in which we can expect Socrates' true goodness to 
emerge from the book, therefore, is through what he himself says 
about love, and how this contrasts with the other examples of 
love that are given. 

* -. ~ . - --. - -- - - 
other works in this volume, however, is that the serious themes 

lncida,tluy (SK p. 37). I think it is unlikely that our Lymn is the Lycon who 
rarely obtrude- the piece can be read and enjoyed almost entirely war one of soaats' prosecutors at his trial. If he was, however, then 

~~~~~b~~~~ to him of this comment on Socrates would be highly 
poignmt, equiva~cnt to the centurion at the foot of the cross saying afJesus. 

1. This sketch of a typical symposium (see alro Webster, pp. 5 4 9 )  is drawn from i * ~ ~ l ~ ,  this was the son o f ~ o d '  (Mntthew 27.54). Those who believe that he is 
many sources. Apart from Plate's Symp~ium, the only other extended ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ '  sometimes offer the fdowing scenario: Lycon was not 
likely to be accessible to readers of this introduction is the comic version of a initially horule towards Socrates, hut the death of his son Autolycus at the 
symposiumin Aristophme, Warps, 1208-64. hvlds of the ~ h i r t y  in 404, for insulting a Spartan. amused such hostility 

2 -  For a thorough wmparison ofthe two works, see H. G. ~ a k y " ~  (trans.), ~h~ hccaux of Socrater' alleged pro-Spartan and oligarchic leanings (see pp. 6, 
Works ofxmophon, vol. 3, part I (Macmilhn, 1897), pp. Ix-lxvii. 17-8). Autolynu' noble death became almost legendary; the story is told in 

3 .  'The DatcofPlato'r Symposium', Phmnesb, to (1965), pp. 2-20. Plurarch Life ojLyrandn, 15.4. 

220 22 I 
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The main contrast is between pure and impure (that is, physical) In short, the fact that Socrates did feel attracted towards his 
homosexuality. In his speech Socrates is made to condemn physi- followers cannot be explained away. To refer again to the story of 
 call^ consummated homosexuality as 'debauchery' (8.32). andhis Alcibiades and Socrates, as G. M. A. Grube has remarked: 'The 
commentson theSyracusan's relations with his boy areextremely story loses all point if we refuse to admit that Socrates was 
derisive (4.54). Critobulus is said to be obsessed with clinias, but tempted. It is his self-control, not his indifference, that is being 
gradually improving as a result of his association with Socrates extolled." Whether or not there was such a physical attraction, 
(4.12-26). Only Callias is commended for the non-physical however, it is also dear from both Plato's and Xenophon's 

accounts that Socrates used the eroticnature of the relationship to 
enhance his followers' desire for moral goodness. This is the 

his followers towards Socrates is attraction towards realized 
goodness, and the attraction of Soaates towards his followers is 
attraction towards potential goodness.2 It is never far from the 
surface in all this that the literal meaning ofphilosophia is 'love of 
wisdom', and this is portrayed by Greekphilosophers as passion- 

by Aldbiades' story ofhow Socrates spurnedhis advances, toldin ate, not insipid, love. The masterpupil relationship in philo- 
Plate's Symposium. But we constantly hear in both Plat0 and sophical training is therefore erotic (see also 4.62-64) inasmuch as 

the master embodies the wisdom the pupil wants. Despite their 

knowledge), is 'erotics'. 
There are elements of play in these literary accounts, but they 

should not obscure the serious points. Socrates' friends, for 
instance, playfully tease him for being in love with his followen: 
in Plate, he is teased for being in love with Alcibiades (Protagorar, This distinction is soon assimilated to the difference between'love 
309a). and in Xenophon for being in love with Critobulus (The for the mind' and 'physical love'. The argument that follows is 
Dinner-party, 4.27-28). supposed to show that the former kind of love is 'better' than the 

It is possible to diminish the serious or perhaps distasteful latter. So it is argued that while love for the mind is no less 
aspects of Socrates' relationship with his followers by arguing I I .  G. M. A. Grube, Plato's Thought (Methuen. 193s). p. 90. Swates himself is 
that their attraction for him is simply the attraction anyone is to Profess love for Alcibiades in Plato at Gorgiar. 481d, and Alribides 1, 
likely to feel for a person as charismatic as Socrates (despite his ~ o j a  ff., and in Aeschines, Fragment IIC. 
ugliness. on which see pp. ' ~ p - ~ ) .  While this is true, it seems to =. see ~ ~ ~ o i r r .  C I . ~ ,  for thin explanaeon of Soaam' attraction towards his 

foUowerr, and Menioirs, 3.1 1.16-in context-fortheattnction ofhis foUowers 
me less plausible to daim that this attraction is describable as towards him. 

3. on the topic see K. 1. Dover, CnekHomosexuality (Duckworth. 1978). 
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passionate than physical love, it is longer-lasting, more likely to makes people kind, gentle and civil. At first, all the company are 
be reciprocated and less concerned with trivia such as physical affected in this way by the presence of love at the party, and they 
appearance. The crux ofthe matter, however, turns out to be that dine in silence. B U ~  as the party progresses, nearly all the guests 
both parties who love each other for their minds are simul- lose this civility: Antisthenes becomes rather aggressive (4.2.6.5). 
taneousl~ master and pupil to each other: they teach each other to critobulus' thoughts turn to his physical longing for Clinias 
'say and do what they ought' (8.23) and inculcate 'true goodness' (4.12 ff.), Hennogenes becomes sullen and antisocial (6.1-4). the 
in each other (8.26-27) -though this teaching role is also implied ~yracusan becomes rude (6.6-a), and Philippus is in danger of 
to be chiefly the older partner's responsibility. socrates then being equally negative (6.8-10). Throughout this, Socrates 
supports his argument with doubtful mythological and historical remains cool, calm and collected; his tone is a sober bass note 
precedents and specious etymology (8.28-8.35). ~ i a l l ~  (8.39- sustained through the symphony of the story. Even when he 
8.41). he exhorts Callias to make sure that his affair with ~ u t ~ -  professes to be somewhat influenced by the wine (8.241, he is only 
lycus is of the kind where Autolycus loves him for his goodness being inspired to champion the pure love ofwhich he is a devotee. 
(which in his case is realizable espedally in politics).  gain, given ~h~ second is the light-hearted beauty competition between 
the emphasis on Callias' potential, we recognize that Socrates is himself and Critobulus, promised in 4.19-20 and fulfilled in 
telling him what he ought to do with Autolycus, rather than chapter 5.  Underneath the joking, as Socrates claims to be 
commenting on how he actually conducts himsdf. 1 1 more attractive than Critobulus, is, ofcourse, the more 

The parallels with Socrates himself are obvious. ~n hjs love- serious point that physical beauty is not important, a point 
affairs with his followers he is a devotee of the Celestial ~ p h r o -  confirmed by Socrates' later speech on love. 
dite. a lover of their minds rather than their bodies, a rmly what should we make of Socrates' daim to be a pimp 

his love on to the same goal. 

As I have said, since loveis the main theme of the work, this is the 
chief means by which Socrates' true goodness is brought out. 
Apart from his speech in chapter 8, there are at least three other 

teaches his pupils to be truly good. 

one could argue that Socrates is implicitly contrasted with all the 
I. I have read Lycan's affirmation of Soaates' goodness as relevant to the whole major characters in the book. The Syracusan, like SocrateS, is a book @. aa~) ,  but it aLw has a part& point in its immediate -tat. 11 

follows directly on from Soaater' speech abut  love and his urging Cdiar. to teacher - but of trivial entertainment, which Socrates belittles 
avoid physical relations with Autdycus. Although hom~rentllit~ war. corn- (3,2, 7.1-$).' Philippus' humour is b e t i c  and S~perficial, 
mon in Athens, it was not altogether approved of and we h o w  from Phto 
(Symporium, 183~) that fathers tried toprota theirsons from it. nus kycon'. ,. ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ i h ~ d ~ ~  to thethemeoflo~efollow~ as a direct contrast to 
comment refers directly to Sacmtes' remmmmdation that C d h ~  should not ~ate~~speech:hismimeontherubjcnofDionys~ and Ariadncisphyicay 
have sex with his son Autolycus. erotic andmcourager arhm to be the Same. 
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whereas Socrates'is calmand serious (but no less amusing, we are 
supposed to think). Hermogenes claims to have the gods for his 
friends, but still a h w s  moodiness to get the better of him; 
Antisthenes reflects the ascetic side of Socrates, but is uncivil, as 
we have seen; Critobulus is obsessed with physical beauty, andin 

THE DINNER-PARTY 
Xeuophon's works Socrates often says that infatuation is slavish; 
Charmides reflects the Socratic principle that detachment from 
worldly goods is freedom, but turns out still to want materid 
benefits (4.33); Niceratus can see no deeper than the traditional 
morality and wisdom ofHomer. ~t seems to me that in writing about the deeds oftruly good men, 

But throughout, the main opposing character is Callias, be- it is proper t? record not only their serious activities, but their 

cause he is, in Xenophon's economical portrait, the type of the divgio_ns too.' I should like to describe something I witnessed2 ~ 

'truly good' manin the usual senseofthe word @. 60). Born c. 455 which led me to this conclusion. 
BC, he inherited from his father Hipponints shortly before the ~h~~~ was a horse-race at the Great Panathenaic festival.3 

dramatic date of The Dinner-party (422) not only a vast fortune, callias the son ofHipponicus happened to be strongly attracted to 

but also important civic duties (8.40-41). His higher education, a boy calledAutolycus and had brought himalong to watch, fresh 

however. has been sophistic (1.5-6) and he asserts the standard , from his victory in the pancration.4 When the race had finished, 

sophistic claim to 'make people better', which is identified with 1 cauas set offto his house in ~ i r a e u s , ~  taking Autolycus 2nd his 

teaching them true goodness (3.4). When we learn that be father with him. He was accompanied also by Niceratus. Seeing a 

attempts to fulfil this daim by giving people money, we are, of group consisting of Socrates, Critobulus, Hermogenes, Antis- 
course, meant to contrast the confusion of this notion with the thenes Charmides, Callias arranged for someone to show the 

valid teaching offered by Socrate. I way to and his party, while he himself went up to 
I 

Nevertheless, Xenophon has Socrates imply that Callias does 1 
socrates and the others and said, 'This is an opportune meeting. 

have the potential for true goodness in the Socratic (or rather, I ' ~  having ~ ~ t o l y n t s  and his father to dinner. I'm sure that my 

Xenophontic) sense of the phrase (8.7-8, 8.37-40) What would establishment would seem much more stately if my dining-room 
Xenophon's readers have made of this? ~t is uncertain when 1 yere graced by persons withpudty ofmind, likey0urselves, than 

Callias died, but he was still alive in the late 370s -that is, after i dmy guests were generals or cavalry-commanders or ambitious 
the possible date of publication of The Dinner-party. what politicians.' 
Xenophon's readers would particularly know about him is that 
throughout his life he was held up by comic playwrights and I .   hi^ beame a biographer's sentiment: compare, for instance. 

orators as a model, not oftrue goodness on anyone's understand- Plutarch, Lp ofAlcxander, [. 
2. On thisclaim, seepp. 21, 58. 

ing of the phrase, but of profligacy and intellectual dilettantism. ,, =he panarhemea i n  annual festival in honourofAthena. Every fourth year 

Xenophon's message in this respect is that Callias may have had it hdd an grander scale and w a  called the Great Pinathenlea. 

the potential in his youth for true goodness, but he failed to attach 
,, see p. r50, ,,. =; Autolycur had presumabl~just won the boys' competition. 

~omoscxullity was an accepted fact of life, a p c c i d l ~  among up~ec-class 
himself to Socrates, and so failed tor& thatporentid. socrates 
remains the only case of the realized ideal. 5. seep. 138. n. I. 
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'You're always teasing us,' said Socrates. 'You turn up your 
nose at us because you've paid a great deal of money to Pro- 
tagoras, Gorgias, Prodicus' and a lot of others for expert 
instruction, and you can see that we are, so to speak, self-taught 
philosophers.' 

'Well,' said Canias, 'up tillnow I've kept you in the dark about 
my powers of fluent and witty conversation, but now, if you'll 
visit me, I'll show you that I deserve your very serious attention.' 

Naturally, Socrates and his friends began by thankmg Callias 
for his invitation but excusing themselves from dining with him;, 
but when it became clear that he really would be annoyed if they 
didn't come too, they joined the party. In due course they 
presented themselves, some rubbed down with oil after their 
exercise, others freshly bathed as well. Autolycus sat down beside 
his father and the others, as you would expect, reclined.' An 
observer of the scene would at once have reflected that beauty has 
something naturally regal about it,'especially if it is combined 
with modesty andself-disciplinein the possessor, as it was thenin 
Autolycus. In the first place, his good looks drew everyone's 
attention to him, as surely as alight draws all eyes towardsit in the 
dark; and secondly, there was not a man there whose feelings 
were not moved at the sight of him. Some became more silent, 
and the behaviour of others underwent a sort of transformation. 
Possession by a god always seems to have a remarkable effect. 
Those who are influenced by other gods tend to become more 
intimidating in their appearance, more truculent in their speech 
and more aggressive in their conduct; but those who are inspired 
by discreet Love wear a kindlier expression, speak in a gentler 
tone and behave in a way more befitting a free man. Such was the 
effect that Love had upon CaUias on this occasion, as was duly 
noted by those who were initiates of this god. So they proceeded 

I .  Wcll-known sophists. Plato's Proragow pomays C d i a s '  house as a hostel for 
sophists when they visited Athas. 

1. Womenand minors sat nther thanreclined. ThenameofAutoly&s'f8thcr, we 
soon hear, was Lycon; but it h unlikely that he h theLycon who was one ofthe 

THE DINNER-PARTY 1.5-1.15 

to dine in silence, as if they had been ordered by some superior to 
do so. 

At this point Phll~ppus the joker knocked at the front door, and 
told the servant who answered it to announce who he was and 
why he wanted to be let in. He said that he came f d y  equipped 
with everything he needed for dining at another person's house, 
ad added that his servant was quite exhausted because he had 
nothing to carry and hadn't eaten. 

When Callias heard this, he said, 'Well, gentlemen, it would be 
a shame to grudge him shelter at any rate. Let him come in.' As he 
spoke, he glanced at Autolycus, evidently looking to see how the 
jest had appealed to him. 

Philippus paused in the doorway of the dining-room and said, 
'You all know that I'm a joker. I've come here on purpose, 
because 1 thought it was more ofajoke to come todinner without 
an invitation than with one.' 

'Sit down, then,'said Callias. 'The company are full ofserious- 
ness, as you see, but perhaps a little short ofhumour.' 
They went on with the meal, and Philippus at once tried to 

make a joke to fulfil the usual purpose for which he was invited 
to dinner-parties. When he didn't get a laugh,' he was obviously 
hurt. A little later he ventured another joke; and, when they still 
failed to laugh at him, he suddenly stopped in the middle of 

1 eating, covered h s  head2 and lay down. 
I 'What's the matter, Philippus?' asked Callias. 'Have you got a 
I pain? 

Philippus uttered a loud groan. '1 certainly have, Callias, a 
violent one. Iflaughter has gone from the world, my occupation's 
ruined. Up till now I have been mvited to dinner-parties to 
entertain the company by making them laugh; but now what 
reason will anyone have for inviting me? I can no more be serious 
than I could make myself immorta and no one will invite me in 

r .  Presumably because people were st3 'possessed by love' for Autolycus rather 
than because Philippus' iokes were bad. 
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the hope of being invited back, because everyone knows that it's wives of Niceratus here and Critobulus - why should they need 
quite without precedent for a diner  to be held at my house.' extra perfume, when they smell of it themselves? The smell of oil 

As he spoke, he blew his nose, and his voice showed unmistak- in the gymnasia gives more pleasure by its presence than perfume 
ably that he was crying. SO everybody assured him that they gives to women, and excites more longing by its absence. A daub 
would laugh next time, and told him to eat his dinner; and ofscent automatically makes everyone, slave or free, smell alike; 
Critobulus actually guffawed at his pitiful complaint. When but the smells that come from the efforts of free men in sport call 
Philippus heard him laugh, he uncovered his head and telling his above all for strict training over a long period, if they are to be 
heart to take courage,' because there wouldstill be engagements,2 pleasing and worthy ofa free man.' 
he went on with his dinner. ' ~ h ~ t  may be so for the young,' said Lycon, 'but what ahout us 

are too old for the gymnasia- what ought we to smell of? 
'True goodness, of course,' said Somtes. 
'And where can one get this lotion? 

When the table had been removed and they had poured libations 'Not at a perfumery, certainly.' 
and sung a paean, a Syracusan came in to provide entertainment. 'Well, where then?' 
He had with him a girl who was an expert pipe-player, another 'Where Theognis told us: 
who was an acrobatic dancer, and a very attractive boy who both 
played the lyre anddanced extremely well. The man madealiving ' ~ o o d  company will edify you: bad 

by exhibiting these turns as a novelty. When the girl had played will rob you even ofthe wits you had." 

her pipes for them and the boy his lyre, and both performances 'Hear that, son? said Lycon. 
seemed to give a very satisfactory amount of pleasure, Socrates 'of course he does,' said Soaates, 'and he acts upon it. At any 
said. 'You are indeed a perfect host, Callias. You have not only rate when he wanted to win the pancration, he looked about with 
served us an irreproachable dinner; you are providing us with 
most delightful sights and sounds.' 

Callias said, 'What about having some perfume brought in, so 
that our party may proceed Gagrandy 

'No, please don't,' said Socrates. 'You know that one kind of 
clothing looks well on a woman and another on a man: in the same 
way the smells that suit men and women are different. No man, 
surely, daubs himself with scent for the benefit of another man. versial subject,3 let's defer it to another occasion. For now, let's 
And as for women, especially if they're newly married, like the finish the matter before us. I see that this dancer herehas taken up 

I .  lo the epic mnncr, so Odysseuss, for instiace. addresses his h w t  at Homer. her position, and somebody is bringing her some hoops.' 
odyssey, ao.1p18. ~t this moment the other girl began to play for her on the pipes. 

I .  Theognis 35-6; Ktp .  76. 
a, =here is in the text which must have contained somc such words 25 those 

inbracket%. Calliar turns out (p. 364) to be the possible moral tutor. 
3. Seep. 160. n. I. 
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and a man standing by the dancer handed her hoops until she had love to see that tub-thumper pisander' learning how to tumble on 
twelve. She took them and threw them spinning up into the air as to the swords; as it is, he won't serve in the army at all, because he 
she danced, judging how high to throw them so as to catch them can't look a spear in the face.' 
in time with the music. ~ f t ~ ~  this the boy performed a dance, and Socrates said, 'Did 

Socrates said. 'It's evident from this girl's display, gentlemen, you see how, beautiful as the boy is, he nevertheless looks even 
as well as on many other grounds, that women have no less more beautiful in the figures of the dance than when he is keeping 
natural ability than men; they only lack judgement and physical 
strength. So any one of you who has a wife can teach her with 'you seem to be congratulating his dancing-master,' said 
confidence any skill that he wouldlike her to acquireand practise.' 

'If that's your view, Socrates,' said Antisthenes, 'why don't '1 certainly am,'said Socrates. 'I've noticed something else too, 
You train Xanthippe instead of having a wife who is of all living that in the dance no part ofhis body was idle: neck, legs and arms 
women -and I believe of all that ever have been or will be - the were exercised together. It was just the sort ofdancing to develop 
most dimcult to get on with? suppleness ofthe body. Personally, I should very muchlike YOU. 

'Because 1 notice that people who want to become good my Syracusan friend, to teach me the figures.' 
horsemen keep not the most docile horses but ones that are 'What will you do with them? asked the man. 
high-spirited, because they think that if they can control these, 'I shall dance, of course.' 
they will easily manage any other horses. In the same way, since I  his raised a general laugh. Socrates went on, with a perfectly 
wish to deal and associate with people, I have provided myself straight face, 'Are you laughing at me? Is it at the idea of my 
with this wife, because I'm quite sure that, if1 can put up with her, to take exercise to improve my health or to enjoy my 
I shall find it easy to get on with any other human bkng.' l-his food and sleep better? Or is it because I'm bent on kind of 
explanation was felt to be not far off the mark. exercise, not wanting to develop my legs at the expense of my 

arms like a long-distance runner, nor my arms at the expense of 
my legs likeaboxer, but by working hard with my wholebody to 
make it evenly proportioned all over? Or are you laughing 
because I shan't have to find myself a training-partner or undress 
in public at my advanced age, because a seven-couch dining-room 

1 be large enough for me to work up a sweat in, just as this 
that courage is a thing that can be taught, when this girl in spite of room served for our young friend here, and because in cold 
her sex throws herselfso daringly over the swords.' weather I shall exercise under cover, and in a heat-wave beneath 

Antisthenes replied, 'Don't you think that this Syracusan had ; the shade? Or is this why you'relaughing, because my stomach is 
better exhibit his dancing-girl to the State, and say that, if the larger than it should be and 1 want to reduce it to a more normal 
Athenians pay him a fee, he will make all of them bold to size? Don't YOU know that the other day Charmides here caught 
charge on to spears? i me dancing at daybreak?' 

'Yes, indeed,' said Philippus. 'Speaking for myself, I 
1, A activist in the oligarchic revolution of 411 - and a notorious 

1. S ~ M e m o i r s ,  1.3.9 (P. 88); Plato. &thydmtus. 294e coward (Aristophmer, Birds, 1556 E). 
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'Yes, indeed I did,' said Charmides, 'and at first I was aston- 
ished and afraid that you were out of your mind, but, when I 
heard you explain it to me in the way that you are doing now, I 
went home myself and - well, I didn't dance, because I've never 
learned how, but I waved my arms about, because I knew how to 
do that!' 

'Quite so,' said Philippus, 'and as a result you seem to have 
your legs so evenly matched with your arms that I believe if the 
market police made you weigh thelower items against the u p p i  I ones, like theloaves ona stall, they wouldn't be able to fine you." 

Callias added, 'Call me in, Soaates, when you start to take 
dancing-lessons, so that I can act as your partner and learn along 
with you.' 

'Come on, now,'said Philippus, 'let thegirl pipe for me, so that 
I may dance too.' He stood up and went through a parody of 
the two dances, the boy's and the girl's. First, because they had j 
praised the boy for looking even more beautiful as he danced the i 
figures, Philippus on the contrary made every part of his body as 
he moved it look funnier than normal; and because the girl had i 
formed the shape of a hoop by bending over backwards, he tried 
to produce the same effect by bending himself forward. Finally, 
because they bad praised the boy for exercising the whole 
of his body in the dance, Phiiippus told the girl to speed up the 1 tempo on her pipes, and h e  let fly legs, arms and head all 
together. 

When he was exhausted, he said, as he lay down again, 'Here's ! 
proof, gentlemen, that my dances too provide good exercise: I, at 
any rate, am thirsty, and I should like the servant to fill up the 
large bowl for me.'Z 

THE DINNER-PARTY 2.19-3.2 

But Socrates said, 'Well, gentlemen, drinking gets my a p  
proval, in so far asit's a fact that wine refreshes the heart, and both 
allays worry like a sedative and feeds the flame of good cheer like 
oil. But it seems to me that the human body is affected injust the 
same way as plants are. When God gives plants too much to drink 
at a time, they can't stand up or breathe in fresh air; but when they 
drink only as much as is pleasant, they grow up quite straight and 
flourish and reach the fruiting stage. In the same way, if we 
imbibe all the drink at once, both our bodies and our minds will 
quickly let us down, and we shan't be able to breathe, much less 
speak. But if the servants drop for us frequent dew in goblets 
small, to put it as Gorgias would have,' then, instead of being 
forced into intoxication by the wine, we shall reach a more playful 
mood through gentle persuasion." 

This proposal was immediately adopted, Philippus adding a 
rider to the effect that the wine-servants should follow the 
example of skilled charioteers and drive the cups round with 
increasing speed; and the wine-servants did so. 

The boy now tuned his lyre to the pipe and sang while playing the 
lyre. At this everybody applauded, and Charmides further re- 
marked, 'It seems to me, gentlemen, just as Socrates said about 
the wine, that this combination of youthful beauty and music 
allays one's cares and awakens thoughts oflove.' 

Socrates now interposed again. 'These people, gentlemen, 
show that they are capable ofentertaining us, but I'm sure that we 
believe ourselves to be much better than they are. Won't it be a ~ - 

I I 'No, no,' said Callias, 'we'll share it, because we're thirsty too, 
from laughing at you.' 

r. Gorginr ofbnrini  in Sidy was famous for his metaphors and poetic diction. 
1. The practice ofputring the biggest loaves on top ofthe display was punirhable In talkingof'force'md'persuasion'. Sonates continues his parody ofGorgiar. 

by afine. Philippusmcans. ofcourse, that Charmides'legs andumsareequdy who in his famous Helm talked of speech being a 'pasuasive force', though 
elsewhere he seems m hove distinguished thegentle persuasion ofspeech from 

2. The large bowl was usually passed mund d the diners (plato, symposium, brute force (see Plato, Philebur. 582-b). 
213~) rather than bdng reserved for a single person. 2. Socrates is taking on the role ofpresident ofthe drinking: seep. 219. 
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disgrace if, while we are together here, we don't even try to ' ~ ~ w  could it,' he replied, 'when I listen to them almost every 
improve or amuse one another?" 

At this several people said, 'Well, you tell us how we are most 
likely to succeed: what sort of subject should we discuss? 

'What I should like best,' he replied, 'is to take up Callias' offer. 
He said, I believe, that if we would dine with him, he would give 
us a display ofhis expertise.' 

'And so I will,' said Callias, 'ifeach one of you too will inform 
the company what beuef~&l thing he is expert in.' 

'Well,' said ~ o m & s ,  'nobody objects to the proposal that each 
of us should state what he thinks is his most valuable area of 

your good looks?' 
'Very well, then,' said CalIias, 'let me tell you what 1 am most I 'lf I can't, I obviously shan't look very good!' 

proud oE 1 believe that I can make people better.'2 'what about you, Antisthenes? asked Socrates. 'What are you 
'By teaching them what,' asked Antisthenes, 'some manual 

skill, or true goodness? 
'The latter -iftrue goodness means morality.' 

Courage and devemess are admitted to be sometimes injurious 'well, do you own a lot of land? both to one's friends and to one's country, but moral goodness 
has no connection at all with wickedness.' 

'Well, when each ofyou has told us what benefit is his to confer, 'we shall have to hear from you too. What about you. 
I won't object to telling you the art by which I produce this effect. 1 Charsdes? What are you proud of? It's your turn, Niceratus: tell us what accomplishment you're 

I 'For my part,' he said, 'I'm proud of my poverty.'4 
'certainly a gatifying asset,' said Socrates. 'Nothing could 

Niceratus said, 'My father, because he was concerned to make ; provoke less jealousy or rivalry; it remains safe without 
me a good man, made me learn the whole works ofHomer; and 1 1 protection, and neglect improves it.' 
could now repeat by heart the entire Iliad and Odyssey.'3 'you now,'said Callias. 'What are you proud of, Socrates? 

'Has it escaped you,' asked Antisthenes, 'that the rhapsodes' all H~ lengthened his face into a very serious expression and said. 
know these poems? 

I. Seeapedally Plato's Ion. 
I .  Similuly, in Plato, R o l E z o r ~ ,  347-e, Socntcs insists that 'truly good' people 

2. ~ ~ ~ i ~ b ~ ~ t ~ ~  a biographer from T h m s  who also wrote on Homer; should be able to entertain oneanother at pmiu.  ~ ~ d ~ d ~ ~  is not the famous Milesian philosopher, but the authorofa book 
2. This was a standard, if vague. sophistic d i m .  

on Greek h e m .  
3. Despite the fact that the wotld had changed considerably since Homer's time, ,, wrutlers powdered themelves with fine rand to d o r d  a better grip and to he was still taken to be the fount ofall wisdom, and m y  cduated person would cool t h e m d v a  down. hive been able to quote at least p u u  of the ppocms. charmi&$' poverty, if not pure finion, is probably a mult of the,hcma- 4. Seep. 181, n. a. i&ll*y ofhis estates due to thc war. 
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'My s k u  as a pimp.'' They laughed at him. 'You can laugh,' he 
said, 'but I know that I could make a great deal ofmoney if I chose 
to follow the profession.' Socrates now said, 'I suppose it remains for each of us to demon- 

strate the value of what he claimed to possess.' 
'You can hear my statement first,' said Callias. 'While I listen to 

you all puzzle about what moral goodness is, I spend the time 
making people morally better.' 

'How, my good friend?' asked Socrates. 
'By giving them money, of course!' 
Antisthenes got up and stood over him and questioned him 

He answered, 'Why, surely you all know that it's this son of very critically: 'Callias, do you think that people keep morality in 
their minds or in their pockets? 

'In their minds.' 

'Certainly not!' said Autolycus, blushing. 

you're the richest man alive? 
'No, that I certainly don't.' 'Do they repay all that they get from you? 
'Don't you realize that you wouldn't accept all the wealthofthe i 'Dear me, no!' he said. 'Indeed they don't.' 

Great King3 in exchange for your son? I 'Well then, do they do you favours in return for your money?' 
'Oh no,' he said, 'they don't do that either; some of them are 

man in the world.' even more hostile than they were before.' 
'You, Hermogenes,' said Niceratus, 'what do you delight in 'It's a curious thing,' said Antisthenes, looking at him as if he 

I had cornered him, 'if you can make them act morally towards 
I 

'The goodness and iduence of my friends,' he said, 'and the i everyone else, but not towards you.' 
fact that, having thesequalities, they care for me.' 'What is there curious about that?' asked Callias. ' ~ o > t  you 

This turned all eyes towardshim, andseveral peopleat thesame realize that there are plenty of carpenters and builders who make 
time asked if they too might be introduced to his friends. He said houses for large numbers of other people but can't do it for 
t$at he wouldn't object. themselves, and live in rented homes?You really must accept that 

you're confuted, professor!' 
'He must indeed,' said Socrates. 'Prophets too, as you know, 

are supposed not to foresee what is coming to themselves, 
although they foretell the future for others.' 
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That was the end of that topic. Next Niceratus said, 'You can 
now hear from me how you will be improved if you associate 
with me. You know, I presume, that within the poems of that 
greatest of sages. Homer, is information about practically every 
aspect of human affairs; so if any one of you wants to become a 
good estate-mulager or politician or general, or wants to become 
like Achilles or Ajax or Nestor or Odysseus, let him give his 
attention to me, because I have all this knowledge." 

'Do you know how to be a king too,' said Autisthenes, 'just 
because you are aware that Homer praised Agamemnon as "both 
a good king and a stout wa~rior"?'~ 

'Indeed I do,' he said, 'and that when one is driving a chariot 
one must turn dose to the post 

and oneself lean out of the polished car 
to the left, but goad the right-hand horse, 
cheering him on, and slacken offhis reins.3 

And besides this 1 know something else, which you can try at this 
very moment. Homer said somewhere, "And onion as a savoury 
for their drink".4 So if someone provides an onion, you can have 
this benefit, at least, immediately: you will enjoy your drinking 
more.' 

'Gentlemen,' said Charmides, 'Niceratus is set on going home 
smelling of onions, so as to convince his wife that nobody would 
even have thought of kissing him!'= 

'No doubt,' said Socrates, 'but I think there's a risk of our 
creating another ridiculous impression too. Onion does really 
seem to be a kind ofsavoury, because it adds pleasure not only to 
food but to drink too. So ifwe munch it after dinner as well, we 
must be careful that someone doesn't say that we went to Callias' 
house and indulged inpleasures.' 

THE DINNER-PARTY 4.6-4.14 

'That would never do,' was the reply. 'It's all right for a soldier 
going into action to munch an onion first, just as some people feed 
their cocks on garlic before they set them on to fight, but we are 
presumably planning to give someone a kiss' rather than start a 
battle.' 

That was more or less how this topic came to an end. 
'Now I'll tell you,' said Critobulus, 'why I'm proud of my 

good looks.' 
'Go on,' they said. 
'Well then, if1 am not good-looking, as I think I am, you could 

properly be sued for fraud, because you're always, of your own 
free wills, swearing that I am good-looking. What's more, 1 
believe you, because I regard yon as truly good men. But if I really 
am good-looking, and if you feel just the same towards me as I 
feel towards the person who seems beautiful to me, I swear by all 
the gods that I wouldn't choose the throne of Persia in preference 
to beiig good-looking. As things are, I get more pleasure from 
looking at CliniasZ than from all the beauty in the world; and I 
would rather be blind to everything else than to this one person, 
Clinias. Night and sleep exasperate me, because then I can't see 
him; but 1 overflow with gratitude to the day and the sun, because 
they show me Clinias. 

'There is another reason why we who are good-looking are 
entitled to be proud: a strong man has to exert himself to gain his 
ends, and a brave man to run risks, and a dever man to speak; but 
a handsome man can achieve all his effects without moving a 
muscle. For my part, although I know that it's a pleasant thing to 
have money, it would please me better to give a l l  that I have to 
Clinias than to receive as much from somebody else; and it would 
please me better to be a slave than to be free, if Clinias would be 
my master. Working for him would be easier than resting, and to 

I. Autolycus. probably, especially ifCallias is the speaker (which is not dear). 
4. Iliad, 11.630. a. Son of Axiodochus and cousin of Nabiades; he a p p n  ir z handsome youth in 
5 .  Compare Atistophanu, Thmophori.zourae, 493-6. Phto's Euthydmus. 
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face danger for him would be more pleasant than a life of 
security.' 

'So if you, Callias, pride yourself on the ability to make people 
more upright, I have a better claim than you to lead them on to 
goodness of every kind. The inspiration that we good-looking 
people give to our admirers makes them less slavish with regard 
to money, and, in danger, gives them a greater zeal for effort and a 
greater thirst for glory; it also makes them more modest and 
self-controlled, because they feel reverence for what they most 
desire. 

'It is madness, too, not to choose good-looking people as 
military leaders. Personally, I would go through fire in Clinias' 
company, and I know that all ofyou would do the same in mine. 
So you needn't wonder any more, Socrates, whether my good 
looks will do people good. 

'There is no reason, either, for disparaging beauty on the 
ground that it quickly passes i n  prime; as we find a beauty of 
childhood, so we do of adolescence, of maturity and of old age. 
Here is the evidence: they choose good-looking old men to carry 
the olive-shootsin honour ofAthenaS2 which shows that beauty is 
the accompaniment of every age. And if it is a pleasant thing to 
have one's wishes granted willingly, I am sure that at this very 
minute, without saying a word, I could persuade this boy and gid 
here to kiss me more quickly than you could, Socrates, evenifyou 
spouted wisdom.' 

'What's this? said Socrates. 'You're bragging as if you were 
more beautiful than I am.' 

'Of course,' said Critobulus, 'otherwise I should be uglier than 
any Silenus in the satyr-plays." 

THE DINNER-PARTY 4.14-4.24 

'AU right, then,' said Socrates, 'mind that you remember to 
settle the question of our beauty when the topics that we have 
tabled have gone all round. Our judge shall be not Alexander the 
son of Priam,' but these very persons who you think are eager to 
kiss you.' 

'Couldn't you leave it to Clinias, Socrates? he asked. 
'No. I wish you'd stop thinking of Clinias!' 
'Do you suppose I think ofhim any the less if1 don't mention 

his name? Don't you know that I have such a clear picture ofhim 
in my mind that if1 were a sculptor or a painter, I could execute 
a portrait of him just as wen from that pictuce as by looking at 
him? 

'Well then,' Socrates retorted, 'if you've got such an accurate 
picture of him, why do you plague me by dragging me about to 
places where you can see him? 

'Because. Socrates, the sight of CIinias himselfhas the effect of 
making me happy, but the picture in my mind gives me no 
pleasure - it only f& me with longing.' 

Hermogenes said, 'Look here, Socrates, I don't think it's at all 
like you to let Critobulus get so infatuated.' 

'Do you imagine,' saidsocrates, 'that he got into this state after 
he came under my iduence? 

'WeU, when did it happen? 
'Don't you see that soft hair is just creeping down by his ears, 

whereas on Clinias it's now climbing up towards his back?' Well, 
'Critobulus was fired with a v~olent passion for him while they 
were going to the same school; so when his fathe3 noticed it, he 
handed him over to me to see if I could do anything to help him. 
And he is reaUy much better now. Before, he used to gaze at 

I clinias with a f i ed  stare, as though he were looking at a 
I .  See Pbto, Symposium, 184h ff., Euthydemur, 282s-b on being a slave to love. 
1. In thc Panathmic festival (seep. 227, n. 3); however, for the fertivd, it was 

probably 'noble' rather than 'good-looking' old men who were required - 
Critobulus is making apun (seep. sgandp. asa, n. a). r. Alexander, better known is Paris, judged the beauty between Athcna. 

3. Satyr-plays were burlsque versions ofGreek myths, which invariably man- H~~~ and Aphrodite, which in Nm led to the Trojan War. 
aged to introduce Silenus and his company of satyrs - vulgar foUowcrs of 1. =he ~ ~ ~ k s  wed htir+rowth as an indication of age. Clinias is younger than 
Dionysus. On Socrates' resemblance to the rtandvd portrait of silenus, 
Plara, Symposium, arsa-zr6e. and p. 253. 3.  Socrater' constant companion Crito. 
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Gorgon,' and never left his side; but now I've seen him actually 
blink! All the same, I do assure you, gentlemen, that it seems to 
me, just between ourselves, that he has even kissed Clinias, and 
nothing is a fiercer incitement to love than that. It's an insatiable 
thing, and it produces a kind ofdelicious anticipation. That's whv 
I say that anyone who wants to be able to behave resvonsibl; 

properties abroad, and get nothing out of these that I have here, 
and the contents of my house are sold,' 1 sleep happily and fully 
relaxed. I have won the confidence ofmy country, I am no longer 
threatened but now threaten others, and I am free to leave or stay 
in the city. Rich men now give up their seats to meand make way 
for me in the street. Now I am like a dictator, but then I was 
clearly a slave; then I used to hand over money regularly to the 
people, but now the State supports me out ofits revenue.'They 
even denounced me for associating with Socrates when I was rich; 
but now that I've become poor, it doesn't matter any more to 

own eyes, when you were both in the school-room searching for anybody. Besides, when I had many possessions, I was always 
something in the same book, touching Critobulus' head with Losing something thanks to the State or to fortune; but now 1 
your head and his bare arm with yours? lose nothing (because 1 haven't got anything), but I'm always 

'Dear me!' raid Socrates. 'So that's why I had a sore arm expecting to get something.' 
for more than five days, as ifsome wild beast had bitten me, and 'So you actually pray,'said Callias, 'never to be rich, and ifyou 
felt a sort of ache in my heart. Well< I now give you warning, dream ofany stroke ofluck, you sacrifice to the gods who protect 
Critobulus, before all these witnesses, not to touch me until your us from harm? 
chin is as hairy as your scalp!' 'Good heavens, no!'hesaid. 'I don't do that. I stand my ground 

In this way they combiqed joking with seriousness. very heroically if 1 expect to get anything from anywhere!' 
Callias now said, 'It's your turn, Charmides, to tell us why you 'Well, come along now, Antisthenes,' said Socrates. 'You tell 

are proud of your poverty.' us how it is that you pride yourselfon your wealth, although you 
'It's an admitted fact,' he said, 'that it's better to be confident have such limited means.' 

than to be frightened, and to be free than to be a slave, and to be 'Because, gentlemen, I believe that it's not in their estates that 
courted than to court others, and to be trusted by one's country people have wealth or poverty, but in their minds. I see many 
thkn to be distrusted. Well, in the days when I was a rich man in private persons who, although they have very great wealth, 
this city, in the first place I used to be afraid that somebody would consider themselves so poor that they submit to any hardship and 
break into my house, take my goods andeven do memyselfsome' any hazard with aview toincreasing theirpossessions; and I know 
injury. Then, I used to makemyselfagreeable to the sycophants? i cases too of brothers who have inherited equal shares and. 
knowing that I was more vulnerable than they were. Besides this, I although one of them has more thanenough to cover his expendi- 
the State was always ordering me to finance something,4 and I 1 ture, the other is altogether indigent. And1 obsewe some despots 
was never able to leave the city. But now that I'm deprived of my i too who are so hungry for wealth thar they commit far more 

dreadful crimes thanthe desperately It is need, no doubt, 
I. Monstrous lcmalcs (Medusa is the most famous) whose gazecould turn one to 

I .  Presumably all as a result of the war. 
a. SecMetnoin, 1.3.8-13. a. He means that he now gets remuneration from public funds lor minor rcrvicer 
J. Seep. 133.  n. 3. such as attendance in the Assembly or the coum. 
4. Scc p. 294. n. a. 3. Scepp. 87.95-6. 189-90.293-4. 
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that makes the latter steal and break into houses and kidnap; but 
there are some despots who destroy whole houses, comrmt mass 
murders, and often sell whole populations away into slavery for 
the sake of money. 

'Personally, I feel very sorry for these people in their most 
distressing disease: it seems to me that they are in much the same 
state as a man with ample provisions who eats heavily andis never 
satisfied. The quantity ofmy possessions is such that I myselfcan 
hardly discover them; but still I have quite enough to satisfy my 
hunger when I eat, to quench my thirst when I drink, and to 
clothe myselfso that out ofdoon I amno colder than Callias here 
for all his great wealth. And when I get home, the walls of my 
house seem to me like a really warm tunic, and the roof like a 
really thick doak, and my bedclothes are so adequate that it's hard 
work even to wake me up! If my body ever feels the need for 
sexual intercourse, I am so content with what is available that any 
women I approach welcome me with open arms, because nobody 
else will go near them. And, mark you, I find such pleasure in alI 
these things that my prayer would be toenjoy doing each ofthem 
not more, but less; I have such a feeling that some of them give me 
more pleasure than is good for me. 

'But I reckon that the most precious possession in my fortune is 
this: that if I were robbed even of what I now possess, I can 
imagine no kind ofwork so mean that it couldn't provide me with 
enough toliveon. For instance, when I want to have a good time. - 
1 don't buy luxuries in the market - it costs too much; I supply 
myself from my own mind.' And it gives me far greater pleasure 
when I wait until I feel theneed before1 refresh myself, than when 
I enjoy some luxury -just as now I am drinking this Thasian 
wine2 not because I am thirsty, but because the opportunity 
presented itself 

'Besides, those who are more concerned with thrift than with 

1. See Defence. I8 @. 45). and there are many other e c h w  of Somtes by 
Antiahcnes. 

2. Thasian was. after Chian, the b a t  Greek wine. 

THE DINNER-PARTY 4.36-4.46 

extravagance are likely to be far more moral in their conduct, 
because those who are most content with what they have are least 
attracted by other people's property. And it is worth reflecting 
that this sort of wealth makes people generous. Socrates here, 
from whom 1 obtained it, didn't supply me by quantity or weight, 
but handed over to me as much as I could carry away. And now I 
grudge nobody; I exhibit my generosity to all my friends, and I 
give a share of my mental wealth to anyone who wants it. What is 
more, you can see that I have always at hand that supreme luxury, 
spare time, so that I can see what is worth seeing and hear what is 
worth hearing and- what I value most-spend my days at leisure 
with Socrates. And he for his part doesn't look up to those who 
amass the most money, but persists in keeping company with 
anyone he likes.' 

When Antisthenes had finished this speech, CalIias said, 'By 
Hera, I do envy you your wealth, for two reasons especially: first. 
that the State doesn't treat you likeaslave by imposing tasks upon 
you,' and second, that people aren't angry if you don't lend them 
anything.' 

'No, no,' said Niceratus, 'don't envy him. You'll see me get a 
loan from him - of his faculty for needing nothing. Homer has 
taught me to amass 

Seven unfired cauldrons, talents ten of gold, 
Twenty bright cooking-pots, and hones twelve2 

all by weight and quantity, so I never stop craving for the utmost 
wealth. Consequently, some people probably think I'm rather 
fond of money.' At this everyone roared with laughter, thinking 
that he had said no more than the truth. 

Next somebody said, 'It's up to you now, Hermogenes, to tell 
us who your friends are, and to demonstrate that they have great 
influence and take care of you, so that your pride in them may be 
shown to bejustified.' 

I .  Seep. 294, n. 2. 

2. Iliad, 9.122-3 or 264-5. 
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'Well, it's quite plain that both Greeks and non-Greeks believe 
that the gods know everything that is and will be; at any rate all 
States and all peoples inquire of the gods by means of divination 
what they ought and ought not to do. Next, it's also clear that we 
believe they can dous bothgood and harm; at least, everyoneasks 
the gods to avert what is evil and grant what is good. Well, these 
omniscient and omnipotent gods are such good friends to me 
that, because of their concern for me, I am never beyond their 
notice night or day, wherever I am bound and whatever I intend 
to do. And because of their foreknowledge, they indicate to me 
the result of every action, sending me messages by utterances, 
dreams and omens to tell me what I ought to do and what I ought 
not; and when I obey these, I am never sorry for it, but when I 
have sometimes disobeyed in the past, I have been punished for 
it.' 

'Well.' said Socrates, 'there is nothing incredible in this. But I 

THE DINNER-PARTY 4.47-4.56 

find, with my friends, that it's the lucky ones who keep tbem- 
selves well out of my way, but any who have had a piece of bad 
luck show their family tree to prove our relationship and never 
leave my side.' 

'All right,' said Charmides. 'Now for you, my Syracusan 
friend: what are you proud of? I suppose it's obviously your 
boy?' 

'Certainly not,' be said. '1 am racked by fear for him; you see, I 
find that some people are plotting his destmction!' 

When Socrates heard this, he exclaimed, 'Good heavens! What 
fearful wrong do they think your boy has done them that they 
want to kill him? 

'No, of course they don't want to kill him,' he said. 'but to 
persuadehim to sleep with them.' 

'And apparently you think that ifthat happened, it would be the 
ruin of him.' 

would be glad to know what sort of service you render them to 'Yes, indeed, absolutely.' 
keep them so friendly to you.' 'Don't you sleep with him yourself, then?' 

' C e r t d y  ,' said Hermogenes, 'a very economical kind. I praise 'certainly, all night and every night.' 
them, which costs me nothing; I always make them a returnout of '1 swear,' said Socrates, 'it's great luck for you to have been 
what they give me; I do my best not to offend in my speech; born with such a body that you alone have no bad effect on those 
and, when I call them to witness, I never voluntarily tell a who sleep with you. So you're entitled to be proud ofyour body, 

'Good heavens!' said Socrates. 'If that's how you keep their 
friendship, it seems that the gods do take pleasure in true 'Well, in what, then? 

.'~~,sim~le-minded people, of course. They provide me with a 
The foregoing topic was treated seriously in the manner I have living by gazing at my puppets.' 

' ~ h ;  said Philippus, 'that's why I heard you the other day 
When they came to Phiippus, they asked him what he saw in praying to the gods to grant, wherever you were, a glut of fruit 

making jokes that led him to pride himselfupon it. and a dearth of wits.' 
'Why, isn't it right that I should?' he said. 'Everybody knows 'very good,' said Callias. 'Now then, Socrates, how do YOU 

that I make jokes and, when they have a bit of good luck, they're justify your claim to pride yourself on the disreputable calling that 
glad to invite me round, but, when they've had a piece of bad 
luck, they run away without looking behind them in case they H~ replied, 'Let's decide first what the duties of a pimp are. 
laugh against their will.' ~ ~ ~ ' t  hesitate to answer all the questions I ask, SO that we may 

'Well, You certainly have a right to be proud,' said Niceratus. 'I know how far we agree. Do you approve?' 
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'Certainly,' they said; and having once said 'Certainly', they all 'Are you conceding your art to me, Socrates? asked Antis- 
kept to this same answer for the rest of the discussion,l 

'Ofcourse I am,' he replied. 'I can see that you have carried to 
perfection the art that follows from it.' 

'What is that!' 
'Doesn't one means of pleasing consist in having a suitable 'Procuring,' he said. 

Antisthenes was very indignant. 'And what, Socrates,' he 
asked, 'are you aware that I have done in this line?' 

'I know,' he replied, 'that you introduced Callias here to 
Prodicus when you saw that the one hada passion for philosophy 
and the other needed money. And I know that you introduced 
him to Hippias of Elis, from whom he learned the art of 
memorizing' -which has made him more amorous than he was 
before, because he never forgets anything beautiful that he's seen. 

'Next, aren't there some ways of talking that are offensive and And of course there was our visitor from Heraclea the other day;' 
others that are conciliatory?' you first excited my interest in him by praising him, and then 

brought us together. And indeed I'm grateful to you; I think he's a 
'Well, wouldn't a good pimp inculcate such of these qualities as m l y  good person. And Aeschylus ofPhlius3- didn't you praise 

are conducive to pleasing?' us to each other so effectively that your descriptions made us fall 
inlove and set us hunting for each other? It's because I see that you 
&do these things that 1 think ~ou're a good procurer. It seems to 

agreeable to one person or the man who can make them agreeable me that a man who is able ro recognize people who are likely to 
benefit each other, and who can make them desire each other, 

Here the company was divided, some saying 'The man who could develop friendship between States and arrange suitable 
can do it to most', and others saying 'Certainly3! marriages, and would be a very valuable ally for both States and 

Socrates remarked that this too was agreed, and went on, indiiriduals to possess. But you got angry, as if I'd insulted you 
'Supposing that someone could represent them as pleasing to the by saying that you were a good procurer.' 
whole city, wouldn't that in itself make him a supremely good 

So this round of the conversation was completed. 
1. on the sophist ~ippias' mnemonic technique, which would have been part of 

one's training nr an orator, rcc u p e d d y  F.  A. Y a t u ,  The An of Memory 
(Routledge & Kcgan Paul. 1966). 

2. Perbps the painter Zeuxippus, who m e  to Athms to teach painting (Plato. 

1. They areteasing Socrates for his habit of questioning. 
Rotngwas. 318b). 

j. An unknown character. 
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'In every way, surely, since it is also naturally endowed with 
outstandingly strong eyes.' 

'Cfitobulus.' said Callias. 'are you holding back from the beauty 'All right,' said Critobulus, 'which of our noses is more 
contest with Socrates?' beautiful - yours or mine? 

'Of course he is,' said Socrates. 'I expect he can see that the 'I think that mine is,' said Socrates, 'that is, if the gods have 
pimp is in favour with the judges.' created our noses for the purpose of smelling. Your nostrils look 

'In spite of that,' said Critobulus, 'I'm not backing out. ~f down at the ground, but mine are opened right up so as to admit 
you've got some subtle argument, explain to me how you we smells from every direction.' 
more beautiful than I am. Only.' he added, 'I want the lamp 'Come, though: how can snubness in a nose he more beautiful 

than straightness?' 
'Well now,' said Socrates, 'I summon you fmt to a preliminary 'Becauseit doesn't set up a barrier, but lets the eyes havea direct 

view of whatever they like. A high-bridged nose looks haughty 
and forms a dividing wall between them.' 

'As for themouth,' said Critobulus. 'I give you that: ifit's made 
for biting, you can take a much bigger bite than 1 can. And the 

'I certainly believe that it's found in horses and cat& and in thickness of your lips makes your kiss softer, don't you think? 
many inanimate objects. At any rate, I know that a shield is 'By your description, I seem to have an uglier mouth than a 
beautiful, and a sword, and a spear.' donkey's. But don't you think the following is evidence that I'm 

'Why, how can all these things be beautiful, when they are more beautiful than you are-that the Naiads, who are goddesses, 
nothing like one an~ther? '~  are mothers of the Sileni, who resemble me more than you?' 

'Surely,'said Critobulus, 'anything that is well constructed for 'I can't argueagainst you any more,' said Critobulus. 'Let them 
the ~a*icular fundon €01 which.we possess it, or well adapted by record their votes, so that I may know as quickly as ~ossible 
nature to meet our needs, is also beautiful.' what penalty or fine I've got to pay. Only,' he added, 'let it be a 

'Well, do you know what we need eyes for? secret ballot, because I'm afraid of your and Antisthenes' wealth2 
'Obviously to see with.' 
'Then in that case it would follow directly that my eyes are So the girl and the boy recorded their votes in secret. Mean- 

more beautiful than yours.' while, S&ates made two arrangements: to have the lamp 
brought up in front ofCritobulus, so that thejudges might not be 

'Because.yours only see straight in front, but mine see sideways misled, and to fix as the tokenofvictory given by thejudges to the 
too, because they project.' winnernot garlands but kisses. When thevotes were turned out of 

'Do you mean that a crab ha. better eyes than any other 

I .  The Naiads were water-nymphs and so belonged to the same class ofnature 
spirits as satyrs and Sileni, but the relationship seem unlikdy. For Somtes and 
silenus, a*; 'Sileni' in the plural just means 'satyrs'. 

2. Thatis, their cleverness (seep. a45). sinceSocrates hasjurt publicly argued him 

i 
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the urn and were d l  for Critohulus, Socrates said, 'Tut, tut, 
Critobulus, your money doesn't seem to be like Callias'. His 
makes people better,' but yours, like most other money, is 
capable of corrupting both judges and juries.' 

Here some urged Critobulus to take the kisses that he had earned 
by his victory, others urged him to win the consent ofthe dancers' 
master, and others uttered other pleasantries. But Hennogenes 
remained silent. Socrates addressed him and said, 'H&mogenes, 
could you tell us what drunkenness is?' 

'I don't know what it is,' he said, 'bvhich is what you're asking; 
but I could tell you what I think it is.' 

'Well, what vou think will do.' 

T H E  DINNER-PARTY 5.10-6.8 

way your remarks will be improved by the tune, especially if you 
gesticulate to suit the words, like the pipe-player.' 

'What shall the music be,' asked Callias, 'when Antisthenes 
here picks arguments with people at the party? 

'I think the right music for the loser ofthe argument would be a 
hiss," said Antisthenes. 

As this conversation was going on, the Syracusan saw that they 
were paying no attention to his displays, bithntertaining one 
another; so he felt aggrieved with Socrates andsaid, 'Socrates, are 
you the person that they call "the thinker"?" 

'That's nicer than if they c d  me "the thoughtless",' he replied. 
'Yes, if you weren't regarded as a thinker about celestial 

t h i i g ~ . ' ~  
'Do you know anything more celestial than the gods? 
'No. no.' said the man. 'it's not in them that vou're said to be 

'All right.  consider chat drunkenness consists in annoying interested, hut in things which don't benefit us at all.' 
one's companiom over the wine.' 'Even so,' said Socrates, 'I might be showing interest in the 

'Do you realize, then,' said Socrates, 'that you're now annoy- gods. It's from above that they benefit us by sending rain, and 
ing us by your silence? from above that they give us light. If that's a frigid answer,' he 

'Even while you're talking? he asked. added, 'it's your fault for bothering me.'4 
'NO, but when we leave a pause.' 'Never mind that,' said the man. 'Tell me how many feet away 
'Has it escaped your notice that when you people are talking, from me a flea is; they say that you can solve these problems in 

there's no gap to poke even a hair in, let alone a remark? 
'Callias,' said Socrates, 'could you lend a hand to a man who's 

losing an argument? 
'Yes, 1 can,' he replied. 'Whenever the pipe is being played, we ! I.  The ~ r c &  word (rurigmor) means both a shr i l l  tune on a pipe anda derisive hiss 

keep absolutely silent.' ! or cat-call. 
Hermogenes said, 'You know how the actor Nicostratus used 2. See Aristop%anes, Clouds, 266; the Symcusan evidently knows the play. 

3. See also Memoirs, 1 .1 .1~-11  and 4.7.67: it was a standard charge against 
to recite tetrameters to the accompaniment of a pipe? Do you philosophcrr that they dethroned the gods by conducting scientific inquiries 
want me to converse with you to the sound of the pipe in the same into matters which were thought divine, such as the sourceofrain and light (see 

below). This is the accusation Aristophana' play, Cloudr, reflects, and Plato 
(Apology, 18b) user the same phrase we find here while having Socrates deny 

'Yes, please, Hermogenes,' said Socrates. 'A pipe accompani- that these are his concerns. 
ment makes a song more agreeable, and I presume that in the same 4. 'Frigid' was a technical term tod~s~ribe~arious types ofshainedorinappropri- 

ate language (Aristode, Rhetoric, 14osb3~ &), induding overdone mmpound 
! words. Here Somter chooses to take the Syracusan's 'ofna benefit' (anopkder) 

I. This is humorous exaggmtion for the two votes. as a compound o f  'from above' (an-) and 'boldit' (qhrles). 
3. See Ariaophames, Clouds, 144K. 830ff.. andp. 9. 
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Antisthenes broke in, 'You're good with imitations, philippus. again, to write or read as one spins round on the wheel is no doubt 
Don't you think this man is imitating.an intentional slanderer? a remarkable feat, but I can't make out what pleasure this could 

'Yes, indeed,' he said. 'and a good many other types too.' 
'But stU,'said Socrates, 'you'd better not describe the type, in 

case you too imitate a slanderer.' 
'But if1 liken him to all the fine and best characters, I should be 

more fairly said to imitate a toady than a slanderer.' 
'You're already imitating a slanderer if you say that he is better 

'Well, do you want me to liken him to worse types? 
'No, not to worse ones either.' 
'Well then, to nobody?' 
'Don't liken him to any of these types.' 

In this way the alcoholic heat of this discussion was cooled The Syracusan said, 'Yes, indeed, you're right. Socrates, and I 
will put on displays which you will enjoy.' 

The rest now joinedin, some urging Philippus to do an imitation, 3 H~ went out amid applause. Socrates once more introduced a new ! and others trying to prevent it. There was an uproar, and Socrates [ subject. interposed again: 'As we're all so eager to have our voices heard,' 'Gentlemen,' he said, 'we are in the presence of a great deity, as 
he said, 'perhaps this would be the right moment to sing old in time as the eternal gods, and yet most youthful in appear- 
together.' And with these words he started a song. When it was ante, who pervades all things in his greatness and is enshrined in 
over, a potter's wheel was brought in for the d a n ~ i n ~ - ~ i r l ,  who the heart of man: I mean ~ove.'  Isn't it natural that we should 
was going to perform tricks on it. At this Socrates said, 'My make some mention of him, especially since we are all his 
Syracusan friend, it looks as if1 really am a thinker, as you say; at worshippers? 1- can't name a time when I haven't been 
any rate I am now considering how this boy and girl of can 
have the easiest time, and how we can get the greatest pleasure 

I. ~h~ goddesses of p c c  and beauty, oftm associated with Aphro- 
from watching them - which, I am sure, is what you want too. diu; the s~~~~~~ weremmre-npiria who presided averthcsevcral stages ofthe 
Well, it seems to me that to turn somersaults over sword-blades is ynr uld ti,c of the earth; the Nymphs hunted natural objeca such as 
an exhibition of danger that is quite out of place at a party. Then woo&, md mountains, dl wcrc represented in art as beautiful young 
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continuously in love with someone;' 1 know that Charmides has 
acquired a number ofadmirers, and has lost his own heart to more 
than one; and Critobulus, who still has his admirers, is already 
setting his heart on others. Then Niceratus too, as I hear, is in love 
with his wife and is loved by her in return. And Hermogenes - 
don't we all know that, whatever true goodness is, he is wasting 

~. 
away with love ofit? Don't you seesow serioushis brow is, how 
calm his countenance, how measured his speech, how gentle his 
voice, how cheerful his disposition? And how, although he enjoys 
the friendship of the most holy gods,2 he shows no disdain for us 
mortals? Have you alone, Antisthenes, no love at all?' 

'Yes, by heaven, I have!' he replied. 'A violent love for you!' 
Socrates replied banteringly, with mock coyness, 'Don't 

bother me justnow; you can see that I'm otherwise engaged.' 
Antisthenes responded: 'How blatantly you always behavelike 

'Whether there is one Aphrodite or two, Celestial and 
Common,' I don't know: Zeus has many titles, although he is 
regarded as the same deity. But I do know that there are different 
altars and shrines for each of them; and that the rites are more 
casual for the Common, and of a devouter kind for the Celestial 
goddess. One might guess that the former inspires physical love, 
while the latter inspires love of the mind, of friendship, and of 
noble deeds. That, I believe, is thesort oflove that possesses you, 
Callias. I base my beliefon the true goodness ofthe one you love, 
and on the fact that I see you invite his father to be present when 
you are together, because there is nothing in these associations 
that need be concealed from the father by a truly good lover.' 

'I swear, Socrates,' said Hermogenes, 'the thing I admire most 
in you - and there are many others - is that, at the same time as 
~avine: Callias a compliment, you instruct himin how he ought to 

this, pimping f ~ r - ~ o n r  own favours! ~t one time i o u  offer the 
divine as a pretext for not talking to and at another your 'Quite so,' he replied, 'and to increase his pleasure even more, I 
reason is that you're attracted by someone else.' want to show him evidence that lolre_ €0: the mind is much better 

'For heaven's sake, Antisthenes,' said Socrates, 'all 1 ask is that than physical love. We all know that without affection there can 
you leave mealittle bit intact. The rest of your unkindness I bear, be nocompanionship worthy ofthe name. Now, the affection of 
and will continue to bear, in a friendly spirit. But let's draw a veil those who admire the character is recognized as a pleasant and 
over your love for me, because it's inspired not by my mind, but acceptable compulsion; but many. of those whose desires are 
by my beautiful body! That you, ~allias,~.a;e i n  love with 1 sensual criticize and dislike the characters of those whom they 
Autolycus is known to the whole of our city and, I expect, to a love. And even if they are fond of them in both ways, the bloom 
good many foreigners too, thereason being that youare both sons i of youth, as we know, quickly passes its prime, and when this 
of famous fathers,' and distinguished men yourselves. I have fails, the affection must fade along with it; but so long as the mind 
always admired your nature, but now I admire it much more, is progressing towards greater wisdom, the more lovable it 
because I see that the person you love is not pampered by luxury becomes. Then again, involvement with physical beauty entails a 
or enervated by effeminacy, but displays to the eyes of all his sort ofsatiety, so thatuneis bound to loseinterest in afavourite in 
strength, endurance, courage and self-discipline. To be attracted just the same way as repletion makes onelose interest in food; but 
by these qualities is evidence of the lover's own character. affection for the mind, being pure, is less liable to satiety. Yet this 

does not imply, as might be supposed, that Aphrodite is any the 
I .  SeeMemairs, 4.1.2 (p. ~n), mdp. 111. less concerned withit: on thecontrary, the prayer in which we ask 

the goddess to imbue our speech and action with her charm is 
3. See PP. 34-5. 
I .  Cillias' fither Hippcnicus belonged to z famouo md wealthy f a d y ,  but I. Aphrodite was worshippcd under both these titles: this is not entirely a 

Autolycus' Lycon seems to have hadlittle d i m  to distinction. philosophical fancy. 
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manifestly fulfilled. That a mind blooming with non-servile 
attractiveness and with a modest and noble character- which even 
among its contemporaries combines authority with friendliness - 
that such a nature admires and loves its beloved needs no expla- 
nation; but I shall prove to you that it is natural also for such a 
lover to have his love reciprocated by his beloved. 

'In the first place, who could hate a person by whom, he 
knows, he is considered truly good, and secondly who, he can 
see, is more concerned about what is good for his favourite than 
what is pleasant for himself, and moreover whose affection, he 
trusts, couldnot be diminishedeven by the calamity ofa disfigur- 
ing disease? Must not those whose affection is mutual look at each 
other with pleasure and converse in amity; must they not trust and 
be trusted, be considerate to each other, share pleasure in their 
successes and sorrow if anything goes wrong; must they not 
continue in happiness so long as they are together and in good 
health, and, if rithe? falls ill, must not the other keep him 
company much more constantly; and must they not care for each 
other even more in their absence than in their presence? Aren't all 
these characteristics filled with Aphrodite'scharm? It's this sort af 
conduct that maintains people's mutual devotion to their 
fnendship and their enjoyment ofit even into old age. 

'As for thelover whose attachment is physical, why should the 
boy return his affection? Because he assigns to himself the grati- 
fication of his desires, leaving the boy to the extremity of shame? 
Or because the favour that he is eager to exact cuts the favourite 
off completely from his family and friends? Then again, the very 
fact that he uses not force but persuasion makes him more 
detestable, because a lover who uses force proves himself a villain, 
but one who uses persuasion ruins the character of the one who 
consents.' Again, is one who sells his youthful beauty for money 
any more likely to love the purchaser than one who trades in the 
market? Certainly, the fact that heis young and his partner is not, - 
I. This nodon was mshrincdin Athaim law. under which the omddcs for raDe 

or that he is beautiful and his partner is so no longer, or that he is 
not in love and his partner is- this will not stir his affection. A boy 
does not even share the man's enjoyment ofsexualintercourse as a 
woman does: heis a sober person watching one drunk with sexual 
excitement. In view of all this, it is no wonder if he even develops 
contempt for his lover. Investigation would also show that no 
negative result has ever been caused by those who are loved for 
the sake of thek characters, whereas the shameless form of 
intercourse has led before now to many atrocious deeds. 

'I shall now show that the association is more servile for the 
lover of the body than for the lover of the mind. The person who 
teaches you to say and do what you ought may fairly be held in 
honour, as Chiron and Phoenix were by Achilles,' but the one 
who has a physical craving may reasonably be treated like a 
mendicant, because he always follows his favourite round. 
begging and soliciting either a kiss or some form of physical 
contact. 

'Don't be surprised if1 am rather outspoken. It's partly because 
the wine helps to carry me away, and partly because the love 
which is my constant companion spurs me on to speak out against 
its adversary. It seems to me that a person who concentrates on 
outward appearance is like one who has rented a plot of land: his 
object is not to increase the value of the land, but to secure for 
himself as many crops as he can. But the man who desires 
friendship is more like the owner of his own holding; at any rate, 
he gathers together from every quarter whatever he can get to 
increase the worth of the one he loves. Besides, a favourite who 
knows that enough outward beauty will enable him to dominate 
his lover is likely to take little trouble over any other quality; but if 
he knows that, unless he is truly good, he will not retain the 
friendship, thenit is natural that he shouldcare more about virtue. 

'But the supreme advantage enjoyed by one who is eager to 
convert his favourite into a good friend is that he is compelled to 
cultivate goodness himself, because, ifhe behaves wickedly, it is 
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impossible for him to make his companion good; and ifhe shows 'Take the case ofnoble deeds inour own day: wouldn't you find 
himself shameless and dissolute, it is impossible for him to make that they are all done to win praise by men who are willing to 
the one he loves self-controlled and disciplined. endure hardship and danger rather than by those who are accus- 

'I feel moved also toinvoke myth to show you, Callias, that not tomed to choose pleasure before glory? And yet Pausanias. the 
only men but gods and demi-gods set love of the mind above lover of Agatbon the poet,' in his defence ofthose who wallow in 
physical gratification. All the mortal women whom Zeus loved debauchery2 has said that an army composed of boys and their 
for their physical beauty he left mortal after he had had sex with lovers would he braver than any other, because hesaid he thought 
them, hut all those men who won his regard by their nobility of that they would be most ashamed to desert one another - a 
mind he made immortal. Examples of these are Herades and the remarkable statement, that those who make a habit of disregard- 
Dioscuri;' and weare told ofothenas well. I myselfmaintainthat ing censure and acting shamelessly towards each other should be 
Ganymede2 too was carried offby Zeus to Olympus on account most ashamed of doing something shameful! And he adduced as 
not of his body but of his mind. His very name supplies the evidence the fact that this was the policy ofboth Thebes and ~ l i s ~  
evidence. Homer, as you know, has the phrase "and he is glad to - at any rate, he said that, although they slept with their 
hear it", which means "and he is pleased to hear it". And favourites, they nevertheless had them posted by their sides for 
somewhere else there is the phrase "in his heart knowing shrewd battle. This was his evidence, but the cases are not equivalent, 
counsels". This in turn means "in his heart knowing wise because pederasty is an accepted custom with those peoples, but 
advice".' Putting these two together, we find that Ganymede is with us it is a-matter for reproach. Also, it seems to me that those 
held in honour among the gods by a name which means not who arrange the ranks like that are probably not sure that their 
"pleasing in body" but "pleasing in mind". Besides, Niceratu~,~ favourites will acquit themselves like brave men if they are 
Homer has made Achilles exact his famous vengeance for separated. The Spartans, who believe that, i fa  man so much as 
Patroclus not because Patrodus was his lover, but because he was entertains a carnal desire, he can no longer attain any truly good 
a friend and was killed.5 Also, Orestes and Pylades, and Theseus ~ b j e c t , ~  train their favourites to such a perfect pitch of bravery 
and Piri thou~,~ and many others among the greatest heroes are that even among strangers, even if they are not stationed in the 
celebrated in song for having jointly performed the greatest and same rank as their lovers, they arejust as much ashamed to desert 
noblest exploits, not because they slept together, but out of the comrades at their side. This is because the goddess that they 
mutual admiration. believe in is not Immodesty but Modesty. 

'It seems to me that we should all come to an agreement on the 
I. Castor and Polydeua (Pollux), sons ofZNs by Leda. They wereimmortalon subject that I am discussing if we looked at it from this point of 
2. Son ofTros or somcothcr Trojanprince; hekomecup-bearer tothegods md 

Zeus' catamite. r. For Pauranias and Agathon, see Plato. Protagoras, 31sd-e and Symposium. 
3. The fragments do not occur in w a n t  Homeric poems. Socmter derives 

Ganymede's name fromgannurthai (to be glad) and medm (counselr). 2. Xenophon refen to Panranias' speech in Phto's Symposium (18oc-185~): sce ' 
4. Socrates Nmr to address Nicerams now bcclure of his prafcrsed expenise in 

Homer (pp. 2367 .  239-41). 3. Xenophan here conflaw bits oftwo speeches from Plato's Symposium. Pausa- 
J. SeeHomer. Iliad, 16-24, niar refers to 'Elir and Bomtia' (182b). but only as countries where pederasty is 
6. Omter, sonofAgamemnon. waspmvcrbhlly doserahisfricndPyladcr, who taken for granted. The notion of an army,composed of 'lovers and their 

helped him in his revengergainst Clymnnesm; PirithourfoughtwithThcseus favauriteo' is introduced by Phaedrus (r78e). 
against the centaurs and together they bnvcd Hadp. 4. An outstanding case of Xenophon's admiration for Spara. 
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view: of two boys, each loved in one of the two ways, which 
would more confidently be entrusted with money or one's chil- 
dren or favours? I imagine that even the person who is involved 
with the external beauty of his beloved would be more ready to 
commit all these things to the one who is loved for his mind. 

'As for yon, Callias, I think you should be grateful to the gods 
for implanting in you a love ofAutolycus. It's easy to see that heis 
eager for honour, because he endures a great many hardships and 
discomforts for the sake of being proclaimed victor in the 
pancration.' Now, if he thought that he would not only distin- 
guish himself and his father, but beenabled by his manly prowess 
both to help his friends and to raise the prestige ofhis country by 
winning victories over its enemies, and that he would conse- 
quently be admired and famous among both Greeks and 
foreigners, don't you think he would treat with the deepest 
respect the person who he thought would he his most effective 
helper to this end? So if you want to find favour in his eyes, yon 
should consider what sort of knqwledge enabled Themistodes to 
liberate Greece, and what sort of wisdom it can- have been that 
earned Peiicles the reputation of being his country's best adviser; 
you must consider what sort of profound reflection preceded 
Solon's provision for our city of a matchless legal code;' and you 
must also inquire what sort of qualities the Spartans cultivate 
that make them regarded as the best leaders. Yon are their 
representative3 at Athens, and the most important of them are 
always given hospitality at your house. You may be sure that 
your country would readily put itself in your charge, if that is 
your wish, because you have the essential qualifications. You 
are of noble birth, a priest of the'gods who were instituted by 

I .  Seep. aa7, n. 6 
2. Themistocles, Pericles and Solon were the outstanding Athenian ratumen o f  

the pa*. Salon instituted its democracy; Themistodes was instrumental in 
defeating the Persian invasion; Perides guided thc city at the time ofitsgreztcst 

3.  Diplomatic representative @roxmor); although an Athcnian citizen. he looked 
after Spartan interests in Athrns. 
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Erechtbeus and who marched with Iacchus against the 
barbarians;' and now at the festival you are thought to be a more 
distinguished holder of that sacred off~ce than any of your 
predece~sors,~and you have a body whichis the most attractive in 
the city andcapable ofenduring hardships. Ifyou think that 1 have 
spokenmoreseriously thanis appropriateover our wine, don't be 
surprised at that. I have always shared my country's love for those 
who are naturally good and make virtue their keen ambition.' 

The others begandiscussingwhat had beensaid, but Autolycus 
kept his eyes fastened on Callias. CaIlias, with a glance at him, 
said, 'So are you going to play the pimp, Socrates, between me 
and the State, so that I may engage in politics and always be in 
favour with the State?' 

'Yes, indeed,' he replied, 'if they see that your interest in 
goodness is not superficial but genuine. A false reputation is soon 
exposed when put to the test, but, unless a god interferes, true 
manliness by its actions always helps to make renown more 
glorious.' 

That was the end of this discussion. Autolycus got up to walk 
home, because it was time for him to go. As his father Lycon was 
going out with him, he turned back and said, 'I swear, Socrates, it 
does seem to me that you are a truly good man.' 

At this point a sort of throne was set up in the room, and then 

I. Erechtheus was a semi-divine legendary king of Athens who, inter alia, 
instituted the worship o f  Athena and Poseidon at Athms. lacchur was a deity 
~rrociated with the mystery cult o f  Demeter at Eleusis. Just before the crucial 
battle of Sdnmir (480) against the Persians, the shout of 'Iacchus' swcpt in the 
form of a cloud from Eleusis o v a  the Persian fleet, signalling its impending 
defeat (Herodotun, 8.61). A h  znd Poxidam could be said to be present. 
becau~e Athcna was guardian ofthe city, and Poseidon's domain was the sea 
(Salamis being a sea-battle). 

a. The festival referred to must be the Panathenaea, the occasion o f  this dinner- 
party (p. 227). Calliar was a l o  a hereditary tocch-bearer at the Eleusinian 
festival. 
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the Syracusan came in and said, 'Gentlemen, Ariadne will enter those who were still left set out to wak  with Callias to the home 
her and Dionysus' bedroom;' and after that Dionysus will arrive ofLycon and his son. That is the way in which this party came to 
after having had a few drinks with the gods, and will go in to her; 
and then they wiU frolic with eachother.' 

Hereupon first Ariadne came in dressed up as a bride and sat 
down on the throne and, although there was still no sign of 
Dionysus, the Bacchic music was being played on the pipe. At 
this point the choreographer won admiration, because, as soon as 
Ariadne heard it, she acted in a way that showed unmistakably 
that she was delighted at it; shedid not go to meet her bridegroom 
or even stand up, but she obviously could hardly keep still. When 
Dionysus caught sight of her, he came dancing across and sat 
down on her lap in the most affectionate way imaginable, flung 
his arms around her and kissed her. She conveyed the impression 
of shyness, but nevertheless returned his embraces lovingly. 

When the guests saw this, they clapped and shouted, 'Encore!' 
Dionysus got up and helped Ariadne to stand up too; and then 
there was an opportunity to watch the figures they danced as 
they kissed and embraced each other. When the guests saw that 
Dionysus really was handsome, and Ariadne young and pretty, 
and that they were not pretending but actually kissing with their 
lips, they were all carried away with excitement as they watched. 
They heard Dionysus asking her if she loved him, and the girl 
vowing that she did, in sucha way that not only Dionysus but the 
whole company would have sworn with one voice that the two 
young people really did love each other. They did not seem to 
have rehearsed their movements; it seemed as if they were free at 
last to do what they had long desired. 

When the guests eventually saw them in each other's arms and 
going off as if to bed, the bachelors swore that they would get 
married, and the married men mounted their horses and rode 
away to their own wives with the same end in view. Socrates and 

I .  The Syramsan is fulfilling his promise of7.5 (p. 257). Ariadne helped Thescus 
rocrcapcfiom thelabyrinth and fled with him &om Crete; but heleft heron the 


